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After decades of poverty reduction, COVID-19 
threatens to turn back Developing Asia’s poverty 
clock.
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Having access to social safety nets is critical for 
the poor, as many of them were already struggling 
even before the pandemic broke out.

Source: ADB COVID-19 Policy Database
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Effectiveness of poverty targeting partly depends 
on data availability regime.

DATA RICH

DATA POOR

Availability of regularly updated hhld

/ individual-level data on 

socioeconomic  status (poverty, 

employment, etc)

Don’t have sufficient and reliable 

information on areas where 

significant pockets of poverty exist

Availability of sparse and irregularly 

updated information about the hhld / 

individual’s socioeconomic status
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Maturity of data and statistical systems affects 
availability of data.

Availability of regularly updated hhld / individual-level data on socioeconomic  status 

(poverty, employment, etc)

Don’t have sufficient and reliable information on areas where significant pockets of 

poverty exist

Availability of sparse and irregularly updated information about the hhld / individual’s 

socioeconomic status

Countries with mature data and statistical systems have capacity to integrate multiple 

data sources such as administrative data and registration systems on eligibility to 

social protection benefits, employment / unemployment benefits, etc with survey data, 

and other non-traditional sources of data for development

Countries that heavily depend on traditional data sources like surveys, censuses, 

etc. Administrative data are available but are not usually updated and harmonized.

Countries with weak investments on national data and statistical systems; heavily 

depend on external resources
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Often, DMCs’ national data and statistical systems 
encounter challenges in compiling granular and 
timely poverty data. Innovative data sources can 
help address such challenges.
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Example: Poverty Data in the Philippines

PHL’s official poverty data have been based on the Family Income and Expenditure 

Survey (FIES). These are designed to provide reliable data at the national, regional, 

and more recently provincial data – useful for broad monitoring purpose but not much 

for targeting because of insufficient granularity.

Providing more granular poverty data by depending on FIES alone is very costly as it 

will entail significantly higher sample sizes -> initiative to combine FIES with census 

data (small area estimation) to estimate poverty at municipal- / city-level to respond to 

clamor for more granular poverty data – useful for spatial targeting, but not much for 

hhld-level targeting

Eventually, PHL’s Department of Social Welfare and Development developed the 

Listahanan – meant for identifying target hhld beneficiaries for various social 

protection programs. Coverage of Listahanan started in areas where there were 

significant pockets of poverty based on PSA’s estimates 
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Example: Poverty Data in the Philippines

FIES (and SAE) – assess whether poverty is increasing  / decreasing and which areas 

and population groups are progressing / lagging behind; available at national, regional, 

provincial, municipal / city-level; conducted every two to three years

Listahanan – identify eligible hhld beneficiaries of government’s social protection 

programs; ongoing update which started last year; last update was in 2015. 

ADB’s Bayan-bayanihan Program

The program needed granular data (ideally hhld-level). At that time, however, there 

were bottlenecks on getting the necessary information from Listahanan

The poverty maps available through FIES / SAE were not granular enough/

We used more granular ADB poverty maps by integrating information from satellite 

imagery. These were also triangulated with other info (e.g., distance from markets, etc)
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How Satellite Data Helped Get Food to the Hungry during COVID-19 | Development Asia

https://development.asia/explainer/how-satellite-data-helped-get-food-hungry-during-covid-19
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Methods: Using AI for Poverty Mapping

Our objective is to leverage on state-of-the-art computer vision technique, i.e., Convolutional Neural 
Network, and train it to predict the level of poverty by learning abstract patterns or features from satellite 
imagery.

Proportion of 

area X‘s 

population living 

below poverty 

line:

25%
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CNN requires volumes of poverty-labelled images as input data for training which we do not have!

Poverty statistics are typically derived from hhld surveys which are designed to provide reliable     
estimates at national, regional, or provincial-levels only.

Other countries using small area estimation techniques by combining hhld survey with census to 
provide village or district-level estimates but SAE has technical complications too, and in some cases, 
even the number of SAEs is not enough to train a CNN. 

Proportion of 

area X‘s 

population living 

below poverty 

line:

25%

AREA X

X

Methods: Using AI for Poverty Mapping
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Predict night light intensity

Daytime images

3 122

Convolutional 

Neural Network

Methods: Using AI for Poverty Mapping
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Applying on PHI data

We use the estimated proportion of population living below the national poverty line as compiled 

by the Philippine Statistics Authority and National Statistical Office of Thailand through SAE 

techniques: approx. 1600 Municipal / city-level in the Philippines

The input data were obtained using georeferenced and tagged image files. These image files 

are stored in three-dimensional arrays, with each pixel represented in red, green, and blue 

color bands.  

Figure. Image Color Bands within a Georeferenced Image File

Source: Sentinel Images
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Applying on PHI and THA data

We use data on night lights compiled by the Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite 

(VIIRS). The intensity levels were categorized into discrete groups using combination of 

Gaussian Mixed Models and heuristic methods.

Figure. Intensity of Night Lights
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Applying on PHI data

To avoid starting from scratch, we use an off-the-shelf CNN called ResNet34. This algorithm 

has been pretrained using the ImageNet database to ensure that it is capable of identifying

simple features. ImageNet is regarded as a solid benchmark performer in computer vision 

predictions.

We also leveraged on readily available analytical platforms:
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Key Findings

For each country-year combination, we set aside 90% of the areas for which government-

published estimates of poverty are available to constitute the training set. The remaining 

10% were used for validation. Within the 90%, we did a further split wherein we used 10-fold 

cross validation to tune hyperparameters. 

CNN’s accuracy rate is about 93.5 to 94%
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Key Findings

Calibrated Poverty Maps
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Real-time Big Data Model:

World Poverty Clock



W O R L D  D A T A  L A B

The World 
Poverty Clock



W O R L D  D A T A  L A B

The African 
Poverty Clock
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W O R L D  D A T A  L A B

MarketPro
C O N S U M E R  S P E N D I N G  T I M E  M A C H I N E
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MarketPro: A new income and demographic time machine
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Summary and Moving Forward

Having granular data is important. It helps facilitate more efficient allocation of resources 

(e.g., Granular poverty estimates produced through the project were used by SERD when 

implemented ADB’s Emergency Food Program for NCR)

Achieving granularity does not necessarily have to prompt data compilers to redesign existing 

data collection systems and incur significant costs. This can be achieved by embracing the 

principle of data integration (conventional + innovative data source) 

Using publicly accessible satellite imagery is a good starting point, especially for NSOs who 

are at the exploratory stage. However, scaling up from exploratory studies to more rigorous 

poverty mapping initiatives could potentially benefit from using higher resolution and adding 

other types of big data (e.g., call detail records, top up credits from telco, social media data, 

etc) to provide data beyond spatially disaggregated information.
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Summary and Moving Forward

For countries with database of target social protection beneficiaries but are not regularly updated, 

explore how other data set can complement existing information

- big data-based poverty estimates can be used to validate the data from the social    

protection database;  areas with significant differences between the two sets of estimates 

may be prioritized for ‘updating’

For data poor countries with no social protection database, and seldomly collects survey data

- poverty estimates can be derived from non-traditional data sources, while building capacity in 

developing the fundamental building blocks for poverty estimation 
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Calibration

Calibrating Poverty Maps

ML Predictions Published Calibrated


